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Skin Transformation Begins 
with 

Impressive 

Youthful Results

Utilizing Advanced Fractional Therapy

The EQUINOX personifies the wisdom of 
over 20 years of scientific research and 
development.  Its ability to return the skin to 
a natural, vibrant, youthful quality is most 
impressive. Face, neck, chest, hands, arms - 
almost any area of the body can be treated. 
Call the Bellagio Med Spa today about 
transforming your skin with the EQUINOX 
Fractional CO2 system.

Bringing Healthy Skin To Light

Begin Your Skin 
Transformation
Treatments can be performed for 
nearly anyone with pigmentation 
and aging skin problems.

NIGHT & DAY

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
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Schedule a consultation today 
to see if fractional therapy is 

right for you

http://www.bellagiomedspa.com
http://www.bellagiomedspa.com


BRINGING HEALTHY SKIN TO LIGHT
A statement that truly embodies the entire 
EQUINOX experience. From verbalizing 
your skin transformation desires to your 
physicians, to the actual treatment session and 
beyond, patients continually praise the 
experience. In fact, to maintain and 
continually improve the skin, 95% of patients 
have set goals of having a fractional CO2 
treatment at least once a year.

EQUINOX Technology
The technology works by fractionating CO2 
energy into microscopic beams of light. When 
these beams of light are “brushed” over the 
surface of the skin they will cause tiny 
disruptions that inspire the skin’s natural 
biosensor to begin a restoration process.  
Immediately after the treatment, beneath the 
surface of the skin, the intercellular spaces 
will begin synthesizing new collagen and 
elastin fibers. This new growth of the body’s 
own collagen will strengthen the skin’s 
underlying support structure and help the 
skin to retexture itself. With minimal 
downtime the skin will regain its youthful 
elasticity and new healthy skin completion 
will come to light.

ine Lines, Deep Wrinkles, Acne 
Scars, Surgical Scars, Skin 
Discoloration, Sun Damaged Skin, 
Pre-Cancerous and Benign Lesions 
- All of these skin problems can be 

successfully treated at the Bellagio Med Spa 
with the EQUINOX Fractional CO2 Laser.              

Begin your transformation today by scheduling 
a consultation to see if fractional therapy is 
right for you.
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With the State of the Art Equinox CO2 Laser we can take 
away dark rings and wrinkles around your eyes.  Tightens 
upper and lower eyelid skin and helps alleviate a drooping 
eyelid and other aesthetic issue that lead to your eyes appearing 
older and tired.  We can literally take years off your eyes in 15 
minutes.  

A topical numbing cream is applied to the eyelids and 
surrounding areas prior to treatment.  Tiny light beams are 
emitted in columns to the targeted eyelids and areas around the 
eyes, while leaving surrounding tissue intact.  The beams 
eradicate damaged collagen and elastic fibers so that fresh skin 
with renewed elasticity can grow back in its place.  Because 
only a “fraction” of the skin is affected, healing is very quick 
and virtually painless.

The result is a non-surgical eye lift that will have you look 
younger and more radiant without surgery or needles. 

BEGIN YOUR TRANSFORMATION

The Madonna Non-Surgical Eye Lift

Schedule a consultation 
today to see if the 

Madonna Eye Lift is 
right for you.

shed 10 years in 10 minutes


